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In many practical situations, the existence of ergodic solutions, which are bounded solutions with 
mean values, of differential equations has a great importance [1-7]. In [4-6], Zhang introduced a 
new class of ergodic functions 79JtP0 = {qa E C(R, R n) : m(l~l) = l imT-~+oo(1/2T)fT T Iqa(t)l dt 
= 0}, the so-called space of ergodic perturbation functions, where C(R, R n) is the Banach space 
of continuous and bounded functions qo from R to R n with norm Ilqall = suPteR Iqo(t)l. Recently, 
Ait Dads and Arino in [1,2] gave an extension of the space 79A7~0. We define ~AT)0 = {~ : 
R , R n : qo is locally Lebesgue integrable with m(l~l ) = 0}. Several authors have given some 
applications to differential equations in [1--6]. In this paper, we first consider the linear differential 
equations 
x'(t) = A(t)x(t),  t E R, and (1) 
x'(t) = A(t)x(t) + f(t), t E R, (2) 
where A(t) is a Lebesgue measurable and bounded n × n matrix function on R (see [7, pp. 28-30]), 
and f E ~flt790. In order to give our main results, we need the following definition. 
DEFINITION. Equation (1) is said to admit an exponential trichotomy on R (see [8,9]) if there 
exist linear projections P, Q such that 
PQ = QP, P + Q-  PQ = I, (3) 
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and constants K > 1, a > 0 such that 
]x ( t )PX- l ( s ) l  < Ke-~(t- , ) ,  
IX(t)(I - P)X- I (s) I  <_ Ke -~(`-t), 
IX(t)QX- l (s) l  <_ Ke-~('-t) ,  
IX(t)(I - @)X- l ( s ) l  _< Ke -~(t-~), 
for O < s < t, 
for t <_ s, s > O, 
fort < s < O, 
?ors<t ,  s<0,  
(4) 
where X(t) is the fundamental matrix of (1) with X(O) = I, I the n x n unit matrix, [ • [ the 
Euclidean norm. 
REMARK 1. In the above definition, if Q = I - P ,  then equation (1) admits exponential dichotomy 
on R (see [8-10]). The equation z'(t) = ( -  tanh t)x(t) is an example which admits an exponential 
trichotomy on R, but no exponential dichotomy on R given in [9, p. 365]. 
REMARK 2. Equation (1) admits an exponential trichotomy on R with projections P and Q if 
and only if it has an exponential dichotomy on R + (that is, exponential dichotomy on R + and 
on R - )  with projections P+ = P and P_ = I - Q, respectively, such that P+P_ = P_P+ = P_. 
REMARK 3. It directly follows from the definition that if equation (1) admits an exponential 
trichotomy on R with projections P, Q, and constants K and a, then it has a bounded solution 
z(t) = X(t)PQc, where c • R n is a constant vector. 
THEOREM 1. If equation (1) admits an exponential trichotomy on R with projections P, Q, 
and constants K _> 1 and a > 0, then equation (2) has at least one ergodic solution z • 
PA'Po ('PATao) for every I • ~APo ('PAPo or ~ATao t3 Mb), where Mb = {~ : R ---+ R n, 
Lebesgue measurable and bounded }. 
PROOF. We take 
{ X(t)P+X-I(s),  0 < s < max(t,0), 
-X ( t ) ( I -  e+)x- l (s) ,  max(t,O) < s, 
G(t, s) = X(t)P_X_l(s) ' s <_ min(t, 0), 
-X( t ) ( I  - P_)X-I(s),  min(t,0) < s < 0, 
then z(t) +co = f~-o  G(t,s)f(s)ds is well defined. In fact, let F(s) = f~ [f(u)[du, G(s) = e -s ' ,  
e(s) = (1/s)F(s). Then e(s) is a continuous function on [1, +o0), e(s) --* 0 as s --* +c¢, 
so e(s) is bounded, i.e., there exists a constant M > 0 such that 0 < e(s) < M for s • 
[1,+o0). It follows from f+°°CGCs)F(s))'ds = = 0, f+°°(-G'(s)F(s))ds = 
a f+oo se(s)e_aS ds < Me-" ( l+ l /a ) ,  and G(s)F'(s) = (G(s)F(s))'-G'(s)F(s) (a.e. in [1, +c¢)) 
that f+°°F'(s)G(s)ds < Me-a(1 + l /a ) .  Therefore, f+oo i/(s)le_.Sds < +oo. Similarly, 
we have f°oo [f(s)le"'ds < +oo. From f°oo IX(O)P_X-l(s)f(s)lds <_ K f°oo If(s)le"Sds and 
f+oo IX (0) ( I -  P+)X-l(s)f(s) lds <_ K f  +°° [f(s)le-"Sds, we can deduce that x(t) is well de- 
fined. It is easily verified that x(t) is a solution on R of equation (2) (see [9, p. 371]). In 
particular, from Lemma 5.1 in [9, p. 370] and the same proof as that of Theorem 5.2 in [9, 
= f:oo G(t, s).f(s)ds is a bounded solution on R of (2) whenever p. 371], we know that x(t) + o 
f • P¢4~o or f • ~.AT~o f'l Mb. Now we prove that limT-..+oo(1/2T) fT  T Ix(t)] dt= 0, that is, 
x • :PAP0. As a matter of fact, 
/0 /+- X(t)P+X-l(s) l (s)  ds - X(t)( I  - P+)X-l(s). f(s) ds /_° + X(t)P_X- l (s) f (s)ds,  for t _> 0, 
oo 
x(t) = 
X(OP_X-~(~)I(s)ds- X(t)(1- P_)X-~(s)f(,) ds 
oo 
_ f+oo X(t)( I  - P+)X-l(s)f(s) ds, fort <0, 
= (Xl(t), t >0, 
x~(t), t < o. 
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We have 
1/0T 1/0T/0t o < ~ Ixl(t)ldt _< ~ IX(t)P+X-l(s)l II(s)ldsdt 
+ -~ IX(t)(I -P+)X-I(s)I If(s)l dsdt 
+ ~ IX(t)P_X-I(s)I I/(s)l ds dt = SI(T) + S2(T) + S3(T), 
oo  
where 
1io~/o ~ 0 <_ SI(T) = ~ IX(t)P+X-I(s)I f(s)ldsdt 
ljo ) -- ~ [f(s)l IX(t)P+X-l(s)ldt ds 
/o ( ) 1/oT K[f(s)'ds' 1 T K 1 e -a(T-') If(s)[ds < -~ c~ <~ ~ 
= IX( t ) ( I  - P+)X-l(s)l If(s)l dsdt O<S2(T) Tjo Jt 
ljo (  ) = ~ IX(t)(I - P+)X-I(s)I If(s)l ds dt 
~ /o~ (I; ~ ) + ~ IX(t)(I - P+)X-I(s)I If(s)l ds dt = S(1)(T) + S(2)(T), 
~/o~i ~ 0 _< S(1)(T) -- ~ [X(t)(I - P+)Z-l(s)l If(s)l dsdt 
1 for fo a = ~ If(s)l IX(t)(I - P+)X-I(s)I dtds 
/o 1/oT K 'f(s)' ds' 1 Tg( l _e  -aS)[ f (s ) lds<~ <_~ -£- _ - 
0 <_ S~2)(T) = ~ IX(t)(I - P+)X-t(s)l If(s)l dsdt 
1/+T°° (/0 T ) 1 ~  c¢ = __ If(s)lKe -a('-r) ds T II(s)l IX(t)(I- P+)X-l(s)ldt ds <_ ~ a 
) :  / ;  " ] = y I I (~) ldu-~-" ( ' -T )  + /o I I(u)ld~e-~('-r)ds' 
~fo~f o <_ Sa(T) = ~ IX(t)P-X-~(s)I I (s)l dsdt oo  
/o ~ f Ix(~)~_x-'(~)ll~(~)l.~ T T 
+ ~ IX(t)P-X-l(s)l II(s)l dsdt = $3(1)(T) + S(32)(T), 
oO 
1/o T/_~ ix(~)P_X-l(s)ll~(8)l~s~ 0 _< S(1)(T) = ~ T 
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1; (;o T ) =--  If(s)l [X(t)P_X-l(s) ldt ds 
T T 
I f  ( L  T ) l f °  K -<T-- T If(s)l Ke -'(t-") dt ds -<: "T -T  lY(s)l~ ds, 
ILTi_-T 0 _< S(2)(T) = ~ IX(t)P-X-I(s)[ If(s)l dsdt 
oo  
'--i_ -T (io" ) li--T < T ¢¢ II(s)l Ke -a(t-s) dt ds < ~ oo l/(s)le'~'Ka ds 
[ (L  --1 -T ;TLO ] 
g o --e=S~ + If(u)i due as ds . = ~-  I f (u) l  du a / I -~  
It follows from f e ~.4P0 (PAT~0) that 
lim S , (T )= lim S~I)(T)= lim S(1)(T)=0, 
T--*+c¢ T--*+c¢ T--,+o¢ 
and for every T > 0 there exists an c(T) >_ 0 such that fs  s If(u)ldu < se(T) for s > T, and 
e(T) --* 0 as T ~ +oo (we can take e(T) = sups>T(1/s ) fs_ 8 If(u)l du). Thus, 
K lim Se-a(s-T)lfSiS(u)idu-- 1L T iT kc¢ ] $2(2)(T) <- -T s--.+a¢ t~ s Jo -~ If(u)l du + e(T) se -a(s-T) ds 
( 1) <_ ~ T+ ----*0, as T ~ +oo, 
and 
eaS fa 0 K lim IS(u)l du - - -  
Ke(T) ( l ) e_v~ T _ < ~  T+ ,0, 
 oT; sT ] 
If(u)[ du - se(T)e aa ds ot T oo 
as T ~ +c¢. 
Combining 
lim SI(T)-- lira S2(T) :  lira S3(T)=0,  T--*+oo T--*+c¢ T--*+oo 
we get limT.-,+oo(1/T)f[ [xl(t)l dt -- 0. From the same calculation as for the mean value of 
IXl(t)l on [0, +¢o), we also have 
f ( ;I0 0< lim L Ix2(t)ldt< lim IX ( t ) ( I -P_ )X- l (s ) l l f ( s ) idsdt  
-- T---*+a¢ 'I" T -- T--*+oo T 
i~O i -  1 i :  i -  -T [X(t)P-X-I(s)[ [S(s)ldsdt 1 t ]X(t)P-X-X(s)l[f(s)[dsdt + T T "1''~ T T 
1 O T 
+~ f-T fo IX(t)(s- P+)x-l(s)lif(s)ldsdt 
1[°[ ÷~ ) 
+ "T J-T JT IX(t ) ( I -  P+)X- I ( s ) I  I I (s) l  dsdt 
~-- "~2g fT  I'(s)lds -F ~K6(T) (1-Fe-aT) (T-F1) ---*O, asT--*+oo. 
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Therefore, 
Ix(t)ldt 1 . 1 T 1 1 o = ' Ix2(t)l dt = O, T~m°°~ T 2T l i~m~Y IX l ( t ) ld t+-2T~m~Y T 
which completes the proof. 
The following examples how that the conditions in Theorem 1 are very important for the 
existence of 7~jtT~0 solutions of equation (2) with an ergodic perturbation. 
EXAMPLE 1. We consider the differential equation x'(t) = a(t)x(t) + f(t),  where 
{-1_@, rE[o,  1), {1 ,  rE[o, 1), 
a(t) = - , t E [1,+0¢), f(t)  = tl cos(lEt), t E [1,+oc). 
Setting here m(u) = l imT-- ,+~(1/T) f [  u(t)dr, we have that m(lal) = m(lf l  ) = 0 (see [6]), that 
is, a(t) and f i  t) are ergodic perturbation functions on R +. The solution of the equation is 
1 -- Cl e - t ,  
x(t) = 1 1 
~[cos(lnt) + sin(lEt)] + ~c2, 
where Cl = e(1 - x(1)), c2 = x(1) - 1/2. Now, for T > 1, 
t e [0,1), 
t e [1, +~) ,  
--1lot 1 fO1 1 f lT1  1/Tc2dt  T x(t) dt = ~ (1 - cle -t) dt + ~ ~(cos(lnt) + sin(ln t)) dt + ~ t 
= I1 (T) + I2 (T) + Ia (T). 
Obviously, 
• . 1 - -  [1  
T~'&I I (T )=T~m~ Jo (1 -  cle-~)dt = 0' 
• 1 [T C2 
T~m ~(T) = T~m ~ J1 7 dt = O. 
Since I2(T) = (1/2)sin(lnT), we know that the mean value of x(t) on R + does not exist for any 
x(1) E R. It follows from [(I/T) fo r x(t) dt I <_ ( l /T) f [  [x(t)l dt that ( l /T) f [  Ix(t)[ dt -~ 0 as 
T -* +c~. The equation x~(t) = a(t)x(t), which has the fundamental solution 
e (t-l), t E [0, 1], 
x(t) = ! t ~ [1, +~), 
t '  
is uniformly stable and asymptotically stable, but not uniformly asymptotically stable, and admits 
no exponential dichotomy on R + because the equation x' = ( -1 / t )x  + 1 has no bounded solution 
on [1, +~)  (see [7,S]). 
Thus, we deduce that there exists a nonhomogeneous differential equation x' = a(t)x -~ f(t) 
on R +, such that: 
(1) the corresponding homogeneous differential equation is uniformly stable and asymptoti- 
cally stable; 
(2) l imT--,+~(1/T) f [  If(t)l dt = 0; 
(3) ( l /T) for Ix(t)l dt -,~ 0 as T ~ +oo for every solution x(t) of the nonhomogeneous differ- 
ential equation• 
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EXAMPLE 2. The corresponding homogeneous equation to the differential equation x ~ 
( - tanh  t)x + tanh t admits an exponential trichotomy on R (see Remark 1), and 
lim 1 fT  e t _e_ t  m(tanht) T--*+oo "~ J -  T et + e------------~ dt = O. 
The solution of the nonhomogeneous differential equation is x(t) = 1 + 2(x(0) - 1)/(e t + e-t). 
Since 
1 /~ 1 fT  lim et e- tdt=O,  re(x)= lim 1 x(t) dt#O, 
for every x(0) e R, i.e., there is no solution x(t) of the nonhomogeneous differential equation 
such that m(x(t)) = 0. We note that m(I tanhtl) = limT_.+~(1/T)[ln(e T + e -T) - In  2] = 1 # 0. 
Now we consider the nonlinear differential equation 
x'(t) = A(t)x(t) + f(t, x), t e R, (5) 
where A(t) is a Lebesgue measurable and bounded n × n matrix function on R. 
THEOREM 2. Let system (1) admit an exponential trichotomy on R with projections P, Q, and 
constants K > 1 and a > O. Suppose f(t, 0) E PA79o, f(t, x) is a bounded function From 
R × R n to R n, Lebesgue measurable in t for each fixed x E R n, and satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
in x, that is, there exists a constant L > 0 such that If(t, xl) - f(t, xz)l <_ Llxl - x21 for every 
(t, Xl), (t, X2) E R × R n. I f0 < L < (1/2K)(1 - e-a), then equation (5) has a solution x E 79A79o 
with Ix(t)l _< 2MK/(1 - e-~), where M = supteR,=ea. If(t, z)l. 
PROOF. Let 7-/o = {~ I ~ E 79A79o, I1~11 = supt~R I~(t)l _< Mo, Mo = 2MK/(1 - e-S)}. Then 
7% is a closed subset of 79,4790. ~om lY(t, ~(t))l _< Ll~(t)l + If(t, 0)h we have f(., ~(.)) E ~3A79o 
for every ~ e 79A79o. We take an operator T : 79A79o ~ 79,4790, 
(T~)(t) = f+_~ G(t, s)f(s, qa(s)) ds, 
where G(t, s) is the same as in the proof of Theorem 1. For every ~ E 7~o, from Theorem 1, we 
have T~o E P~479o. And it follows from Lemma 5.1 in [9, p. 370] that for every ~ E ~/0, IIT~II = 
supteR ](T~o)(t)] _< Mo, i.e., T~ E ~/o. Since IIT~al-T~2[I _< supteR f~_~ ]G(t, s)[LH~al-~2 H ds <_ 
2KL/(1 - e-a)]l~l - ta2]l, and 2KL/(1 - e -a) < 1, T has a fixed point x E T/0 (see [7, p. 5]). 
This completes the proof. 
Now we apply Theorem 1 to the Hill equation with P,479o forcing function 
x"(t) + (a + bp(t))x(t) = f(t), t e R, (6) 
where p(t) is a Lebesgue measurable and bounded function from R to R, f E P~4Po (PAPo). 
Equation (6) and the corresponding homogeneous equation are, respectively, equivalent to the 
following two equations: 
(;:): ( 
THEOREM 3. I f  one of the following conditions holds: 
(1) b>O,a+psb<O,  
(2) b < O, a + plb > O, 
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then the equation (7) equivalent to the Hill equation (6) has an unstable solution (xo(t), yo(f) ) T E 
~,4Po (7~.APo) for every f E ~.AP (7~APo), where Ps = sup~ERP(t), Pl = infteRp(t). 
PROOf. Let V(t ,x ,y )  = x2sint + 2(cost + 1 + 7)xy, "y > 0. Then V( t ,x ,y )  is a bounded 
and regular quadratic form for t E R, and "~[(s)dV ~ F(t)x 2 + 2(cost + 1 -{- 7)y 2, where F(t) = 
(1 - 2a)cost - 2b(cost + 1 + 7)p(t) - 2a(1 + "y). Under the condition (1), we have F(t) > 
(1 -2a)cos t -2b(cos t+ l )ps  -2a -2(a+psb)3 .  When y satisfies 7 > (1 + 2[a + bps[)/2[a + bpsl, 
infteRF(t)  > 0, thus dv ~-[(s) is a positive definite quadratic form, and system (8) admits an 
exponential dichotomy on R (see [10] and its references). Under the condition (2), we have 
F(t) _> (1 - 2a) cos t - 2b(cos t+ 1)pl - 2a - 2(a +Pl b)7. Similar to the case under the condition (1), 
we get that system (8) admits an exponential dichotomy on R. Therefore, we get from Theorem 1 
that the nonhomogeneous equation (7) has a solution (xo,Yo) T e ~AT~o (7~APo) for every 
f E ~APo (PATio). 
Let (x(t), y(t)) T be a solution of equation (7), and u(t) = x(t) -x0  (t), v(t) = y ( t ) -  y0(t). Then 
(u(t), v(t)) T is a solution of equation (S). On the other hand, V(t, x, y) > x( -x  + 27y) for x > 0 
and y > 0. Hence, there exist sufficiently small Ixl and lYl such that dV ~-](s) and V(t, x, y) have the 
same sign under the conditions (1) or (2). Therefore, the solution (xo(t), yo(t)) T of equation (7) 
is unstable (see [7]). 
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